INTRODUCTION
A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is characterized by the periodic modulation of the refractive index in the core of an optical fiber. This modulation causes the FBG to reflect a range of wavelengths of the incident light and transmit the remaining wavelength band. Such gratings are intrinsic sensing elements that can be photo-inscribed into the optical fiber usually by exposing its core to an interference pattern from an ultraviolet laser [1] . However, there is a set of other methods [2] for this purpose.
An interrogation system for such sensors can operate based on the multiplexing of several FBGs in a single fiber, when the sensors operate as a quasi-distributed sensing network [3] . Following this idea, grating-based sensors have been employed in a wide variety of applications in sensing and communications [4] , including the sensing of temperature, from the date of its discovery [5] , and also to measure strain [6] or refractive index [7] , to name a few.
One feature of the FBG sensors relies on its inherent self-referencing capability, as the sensed information is wavelength-encoded. One way to interrogate it is to illuminate the FBG with a narrowband light source, either a tunable laser or a combination of broadband source followed by a The use of a digital hardware like an FPGA allows one to fully synchronize the system at the clock level. In addition, it can process the data to enhance the system precision and extract information of the measured quantity directly on the interrogation system. There is also a higher flexibility, as the system can be easily reprogrammed to adhere to new requirements, since the FPGA operates as a set of logical gates in a digital circuit described by a hardware description language.
Because the tunable filter method requires the parallel generation of the tuning signal and data acquisition (usually followed by data processing), an implementation with a low cost DSP or microprocessor must schedule these different processes quickly enough to satisfy the project timing.
As the operations are usually performed in a sequential manner in a microprocessor or DSP, the system performance can be greatly limited when comparing it to a solution with several dedicated digital circuits operating in parallel at a high frequency. Using an FPGA to implement parallel digital circuits is a strategy to overcome the microprocessor performance and precision limitations [11] , [13] , yet retaining its rapid prototyping capabilities. This paper describes the development of an FBG interrogator that implements the tunable filter method in an FPGA. The FPGA is used to implement both the control circuits and the data processing circuits that implement filtering and centroid computation algorithms. The system is able to interrogate multiple non-overlapping FBG spectral signals in the wavelength domain, while the data processing circuits do not limit the number of interrogated FBGs and is fully performed in the FPGA, without the need of a computer, microcontroller, DSP or instantiated intellectual property cores from the FPGA producers.
Besides, a calibration procedure is proposed here, to our knowledge for the first time in this AoP31 application, to correct the non-linear behavior of digital to analog converters. It can be used to correct similar interrogators, enhancing the results by reducing the error of the tuning signal. All the digital circuits were described in VHDL 1 , and the entire project is available online [14] with an open source license (GPLv3+ 2 ), allowing its use in other open projects and giving it also a pedagogical feature, which is also an innovative approach in the work. The developed FBG interrogation system is also validated and characterized by temperature monitoring experiments, in agreement with the uncertainty determination procedure defined in [15] .
II.
METHODOLOGY
This section describes the working principles, components, and details of the developed FBG interrogation system. This system was developed by using a Nexys 3 FPGA kit (Digilent, Inc.), with the FPGA being used to implement all the digital circuitry needed to control the interrogation system and to process the acquired data. It has also been implemented using behavioral VHDL code that would allow their use in other FPGAs from the same manufacturer.
A.
System Description
An illustration of an FBG sensor and its optical circuit used in a possible interrogation is shown in Fig. 1 . The sensor is illuminated through a fiber coupler by a broadband source and reflects a narrowband spectrum centered at approximately the Bragg wavelength (λ B ). In Fig. 1 , a schematic structure illustrating the FBG is zoomed to show the grating pattern inscribed into the fiber core and the refractive indexes (n 0 , n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) from outside to inside of the fiber. n 0 is the environment's refractive index, n 1 is the cladding's refractive index, n 2 and n 3 are refractive indexes that characterize the dip and peak of index modulation in the core of the fiber grating, which is usually sinusoidal. The Bragg wavelength, λ B , as in Equation 1, is the parameter of interest that characterizes the sensor behavior, where n e is the effective index of the fundamental mode in the fiber and Λ is the grating period.
With uniform perturbations, FBG sensors are point sensors with a spectrum modeled by a reflectivity function to be photo-detected while sweeping the tunable source of the interrogation. 
AoP32
The intensity of the reflected spectrum, R FBG (λ) as a function of wavelength (it will be shown as a function of time that is proportional to wavelength) is characterized by a peak reflectivity R G and the spectrum peak position in wavelength, λ G , which in a quasi-distributed sensor has the same behavior as the λ B .
A change in refractive index caused by a mechanical perturbation in the fiber is associated with the photo-elastic effect in the sensor, (related to the photo-elastic constant p e ), whereas the thermal perturbation in the fiber can also be caused by its expansion related to the thermal expansion coefficient α Λ and a change in the refractive index that has a dependence with temperature by the photo-thermal effect associated with the coefficient α n . The shift of the Bragg wavelength, ∆λ B , is due to the strain and temperature perturbations expressed by Equation 2, where ∆ε and ∆T represent the applied strain and temperature, respectively.
Since the measurand is directly associated with λ B in the spectrum of the reflected light, an FBG interrogation instrumentation must monitor the shift of the Bragg wavelength. In this FBG interrogation system, an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) light source is employed together AoP33 approximately the same shape of the FBG reflectivity spectrum.
In the used experimental optical setup, Fig. 2 shows the data flow of the proposed interrogation system of the FBG sensors, with the use of an ASE light source and FFP tunable filter. As shown in The FPGA employed in this project is mainly used to produce the following digital circuits, synchronized by the FPGA's crystal clock of 100 MHz:
• Digital signal generator, which produces the tuning signal and a DC offset signal for the FFP filter.
• D/A controller to generate the analog tuning signal, combined with a look-up table (LUT) circuit for calibration.
• A/D controller to acquire the photo-detected signal. • Data processing circuit that implements peak detection algorithms for the acquired data.
• Visualization circuit that shows the detected peak or peak difference in the 4 seven segment displays, adapted from standard circuits proposed in the literature [16] .
• Serial communication circuit that transmits entire spectra to a computer, also adapted from standard circuits proposed in the literature [16] .
• Auxiliary circuits for the system configuration, such as the debouncing circuits for switches and buttons, as well as the selection of reference FBG and sensor FBG, the frequency of tuning signal and its DC offset, and the detection algorithm, which were adapted from the literature for the used digital circuit [16] .
B.
Peak detection algorithms
When considering the described algorithms, one way to monitor the wavelength shifts in an FBG sensor is by monitoring its reflective spectrum peak. Due to the presence of optical and electrical noise, quantization error, and non-uniform perturbations, the signal peak cannot be precisely determined just by searching for the largest value point in the acquired signal.
To solve this problem, the peak must be computed using more robust algorithms such as the centroid computation [17] , filtering the signal with digital filters [18] , or using specially developed artificial neural networks [17] , [19] , to name a few. Some peak detection methods, such as the ones based on artificial neural networks, as seen on [17] , [19] , are not promptly suitable for implementation in digital circuits due to its complexity and numerical precision requirements. Other methods, such as filtering the signal with a finite impute response (FIR) filter or by computing the signal centroid are more practical even in the case of the centroid that uses division arithmetic.
The interrogation system developed in this work implements two different peak detection algorithms. The first one (method A) is based on the centroid computation, whereas the second one (method B) uses FIR filtering. These methods have different characteristics [17] , and can be used depending on the application requirements, being selected by switches in the used development kit.
The goal while describing circuits in VHDL was to use a behavioral description of the digital circuits, such as to allow a freedom to change the FPGA without the need to rewrite or instantiate new components for each used chip.
The method A identifies the spectral region belonging to each FBG sensor. The centroid of each region is computed, estimating its peak wavelength. To avoid the noise and distortions in the light spectrum to be erroneously detected as an FBG reflected spectrum, a rising and a falling threshold are used. The falling threshold is equal to the mean level of the signal, with the rising threshold being the falling threshold plus a constant value. A spectrum region is identified as an FBG reflection if its amplitude passes the rising threshold and then goes below the falling threshold.
When a spectrum region is identified, its centroid is computed using all the points between the first AoP35 point where the signal passes the falling threshold and the last point where the signal is higher or equal to the same falling threshold. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3 , where the rising and falling threshold are identified by the two horizontal lines and the spectral regions identified as FBG responses are marked with a distinguished wavelength interval. The thresholds are calculated only once when the system is turned on.
The centroid of the recognized region is computed by using Eq. 3, where M is the number of points in the spectral selected wavelength region between thresholds, λ i is the wavelength at the i-th point and s[i] is the amplitude at the i-th point. The centroid has the same behavior of the peak wavelength for the FBG sensor. This procedure continues to be performed on the remaining spectrum points to detect any other FBG signal present in the spectrum. indicates when the spectrum signal is high enough to be considered an FBG response, and the falling threshold (green mark)
indicates when the signal is low enough to end the FBG calculated signal. The interval to be filtered is between these points.
The method A was implemented in a digital circuit on the FPGA, by using a finite state machine approach. The falling threshold was calculated as the mean level of the signal, and the rising threshold was the falling threshold plus a constant.
For the method B, initially, the whole acquired light spectrum is filtered by an FIR filter, the FBG responses are identified in the same manner as in method A, with the peaks being computed by a search for the peak point with highest amplitude rather than with computing the centroid. In this work a low-pass type I FIR filter was designed based on the Fourier analysis of the acquired signal spectrum. The filter is recorded in a vector with 31 coefficients calculated by a least-squares design technique [20] and is kept in the FPGA memory [21] by using a transposed parallel topology. The vector of filter coefficients is symmetric such as to produce a linear phase [20] , in a way that the 
Where N = 31 is the order of the used filter, and y[n] is the resulting filtered sample of the spectrum [17] . The peak detection is applied to the filter output samples.
C. Calibration procedures
It was noticed that the intrinsic behavior of the output signal from the employed DA converter was distorted, preventing the generation of a linear tuning signal. This incorrect tuning signal increases the system uncertainty if not properly compensated. And this is a problem that must be addressed in any system that uses a sweeping signal to drive a tunable laser or filter. In this work a calibration procedure that uses an additional lookup table (but no analog hardware) is proposed.
Firstly, the calibration procedure is composed of repeated iterations with a lookup table that contains the original discrete-time signal (i.e., a rising ramp). The FPGA periodically generates a digital ramp signal with the current lookup table contents that are then converted by the digital to analog converter. The resulting signal is acquired by a high resolution oscilloscope and then compared to the desired signal. The difference between those signals is multiplied by 0.7 (damping) and then added to the lookup table to compensate the error. The procedure requires the computation of the error at each point and tries to compensate it. The damping factor is needed to avoid an overshoot, as the converter has a non-linear response. The procedure keeps performing iterations until a stop criterion is satisfied. In this work, at the end of each iterating process, the mean absolute error (MAE) is computed. If the difference between the current MAE and the one from the last iteration is smaller than 1 least significant bit (LSB), or the MAE is itself less than 1, then convergence is reached and the procedure stops, having produced the compensated lookup table to be uploaded to the FPGA.
D. Experiments
Two experiments have been performed. The first one exemplifies the proposed calibration procedure, where the tuning signal generator is iteratively adjusted to attenuate the non-linearity errors. It followed the exact same procedures described in Section II-C. The calibrated system was then used in the second experiment. The second experiment consisted of using the developed system to interrogate two FBG sensors, measuring the temperature of a calibrated water-bath. One sensor was immersed into a recipient with at least 150 ml of water, and the other one was kept away at environment temperature to serve only as a reference. This configuration is used to compensate systematic errors. The water sample was heated to approximately 80 °C, and let to cool until reaching the room temperature (±24.5 °C). During this cooling time, 9 measurements were performed along the AoP37 temperature range (cold water was added after each measurement to reduce the cooling time). The differences between the FBG peaks, shown at the system display, were also recorded in a personal
computer using an open source scripting language, namely, Lua scripts [23] , that acquired and process the data for visualization. Additionally, 30 full spectra were recorded in a computer at each measurement for later computation of the uncertainty. The room temperature was controlled at 24.5 °C, and two digital thermometers were used as references with uncertainty of ±0.2 °C, one to measure the temperature of the sample and another to measure the room temperature. The changes in the room temperature were compensated, as both FBGs have the same temperature sensitivity. The centroid algorithm was used to compute the FBG reflection peaks. The whole procedure was repeated 3 times (intermediate precision condition), within four hours. By using the acquired data it was possible to compute the system uncertainty following the procedures given in [15] .
III.
RESULTS
The error behavior in the calibration procedure can be seen in Fig. 4 , where the MAE is reduced after each iterating step until convergence is reached. Initially, the MAE is equal to 13.05 LSB. After the first iteration it dropped to 5.84 LSB, reaching 0.99 LSB after the second iteration. The results of the three full range temperature measurements are shown in Fig. 5 , where the temperature read by the digital thermometer is compared to the temperature estimated by the system. A line is fitted to the measured points and then the temperature is estimated from the resulting curve. The system resolution from these data is 0.33 °C. In the first measurement, the root mean square (RMS) of the residuals is equal to 0.66 °C. In the second and third measurements, the RMS of the residuals is equal to 0.49 °C and 0.33 °C, respectively. As an example, Fig. 6 shows two spectra acquired at different temperatures (24.5 °C) and (79 °C) in the same experiment. These spectra were made accessible to a computer via serial communication.
Each spectrum in Fig. 6 is formed by the reflected signal from the reference FBG (peak close to shorter wavelengths), and from the FBG immersed in the water sample (peak in longer wavelengths).
The change in the distance between the peaks of the reflected spectrum is proportional to the temperature change.
The instrumentation characteristics of the system made by the developed optical interrogator and the FBGs are shown in Table I , following the guidelines and terms in [15] . The uncertainties enumerated in Table I have been combined, resulting in an expanded uncertainty of ±1.45 °C for a 68.26% confidence interval. The parameters that characterize the performance of the instrumentation system in temperature units and wavelength units have been calculated following the same guidelines and are also shown in Table I , where ν ν ν ν is the number of degrees of freedom (number of repetitions AoP39 minus one for the statistical parameters). The statistical parameters are gathered in a type A set, and engineering related parameters are classified as type B [15] . From those calculations, the uncertainties were combined, producing an expanded uncertainty. If the resolution had been calculated based only on the DAC resolution, the minimum obtained wavelength resolution value would be 3.3 pm, which was a consequence of the (12-bit) 4096
wavelength acquired points in the configurable wavelength range for the tuning voltage amplitude.
From the resolution obtained together with the evaluation of the sensor behavior, the metrological characteristics are also depicted based on the temperature sensitivity for the used FBG, which was 13.6 pm/°C. For illustration purposes of the implemented system, a photo of the interrogation system ready to be used in the field is depicted in Fig. 7 . The interrogation of an acetylene cell to determine the wavelength reference of each sample point is depicted in Fig. 8 . It is worth mentioning that due to reflections at the FFP mirrors, the acetylene cell and connectors in the fiber optic circuit, the spectrum obtained by the system is distorted. The interference from those reflective points deteriorates its quality, therefore an adaptive filter was implemented in the 'signal monitoring' block to suppress such distortions. The signal in Fig. 8 was processed with the adaptive filter in a Lua script and had its wavelength scale converted to wavelength units by using tabulated values of the acetylene absorption used as known wavelength references to calculate the P8 Branch of the gas [22] and convert the scale to wavelength units.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results seen on Fig. 5 show that the proposed calibration procedure reduces the non-linearity errors that are initially present in the employed digital to analog converter. This error reduction allows one to illustrate how important this compensation becomes when one observes the system uncertainty In the second experiment results, shown in Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the system responds linearly with the temperature change, as expected. Among the enumerated characteristics (Table I) Nevertheless, as both FBG sensors were not encapsulated, both of them were sensitive to mechanical disturbances during the experiment. Besides, as the reference sensor is sensitive to temperature changes, the room temperature had to be maintained constant, otherwise it would increase the measurement errors. For field applications another interrogation scheme is needed, either by using only one FBG sensor or by using a reference that is not sensitive to temperature changes.
The maximum number of multiplexed FBG sensors that can be interrogated in this project is not limited by the data processing algorithms. In the experiments performed here the FFP filter is tuned to interrogate a spectral range of 15 nm. Assuming that each FBG signal has an operating range of 2.5 nm in this configuration the system could interrogate up to 6 FBGs. This limit could be increased by interrogating a wider wavelength range, limited by the converters resolution and by the employed should not impose a frequency restriction, by maintaining a resolution of 12 bits in the generation of a triangular tuning signal, the system would be able to acquire up to 12000 spectra per second with a wavelength tuning range equal to the free-spectral range of the used FFP. Users can apply the available VHDL files to test it in different optical circuits, FFPs or different applications.
With respect to the commercial equipments, the interrogated band is within the telecommunications C-band, or the band inside which an Erbium-doped amplifier operates. In this case, the free-spectral range of the FFP must also be configured for this interval. The wavelength resolution of commercial equipments is usually in the range of 1pm, that is comparable to the resolution obtained with the proposed equipment. The tuning frequency can reach higher values than the standard commercial values in interrogation systems in the range of tens of Hertz up to kilohertz.
In the case of the optical spectrum analysis of an acetylene cell, the results allow one to determine AoP42 the wavelength references in the time scale of the acquired data, which would be otherwise represented by sample points or time units. From those results, the system can operate with a proper wavelength scale with an error depending on the electronics resolution and linearity of the DAC component. The wavelength dips in the spectrum were measured in sample numbers and converted to wavelength units by using two known and well defined dips [22] , in this case P7 and P9 branches of the absorption spectrum of the acetylene. The error between the calculated dips (P8 shown in Fig. 8) and the tabulated P Branches measured by the absorption spectrum of the acetylene cell were kept below 25 pm on average along the wavelength interval that the DAC has a linear response. The published value for the P8 dip is 1529.7723 nm. Such results allow one to use the interrogation system as a low cost optical spectrum analyzer with absolute wavelength references. It is also important to notice that the wavelength interval that may be interrogated covers approximately 50nm, which allows the user to interrogate fiber sensors like fiber Bragg gratings or long period gratings.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work reported the development of an FBG interrogation system, based on digital circuits implemented in an FPGA board. The system implements the tunable filter method by using an FFP filter, combined with a broadband light source. By using this scheme and specialized peak detection algorithms, the system can interrogate multiplexed FBG sensors. The full hardware description is publicly available under an open source license (GPLv3+) [14] .
Data processing algorithms were implemented in the FPGA, based on the centroid computation and on FIR filtering. The implemented methods due to their nature, can process any number of sensors without additional computation cost. Thus, the data processing does not affect the maximum number of interrogated FBG sensors. It was detected that the employed D/A converter had non-linearity errors. This fact led to the proposal of a new calibration system, allowing the non-linearity errors to be iteratively reduced. This type of non-linearity errors can be found in other applications that involve D/A converters, specially other optical interrogation systems that use the tunable filter method with digital circuitry. The system was used to measure the temperature of a water sample. Repeated measurements were conducted to verify the system operation and determine its uncertainty, based on metrology guidelines. In this temperature sensing experiment, the system uncertainty was 1.45 •C.
The addition to the system of a temperature insensitive wavelength reference, like the acetylene cell used, allowed the user to establish the wavelength references in the system, while also providing an absolute wavelength reference and allowing its use as an optical spectrum analyzer.
VI.
